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Trans ideology underlying the change to BDM is anti-woman: anti homosexual: and anti child 
safety.Ms fentiman lied when she said there is 'no evidence' to support the obvious flaws and 

dangers in this amendment.France: Switzerland: Sweden: and the UK have all pulled away from 
the mutilation of gay and autistic children in the name of transgender therapy.There are dozens of 
horror stories from DE-transitioners available to Ms Fentiman which she has chosen to ignore. 

There are also court cases where such detransitioners are suing those that rushed them into 
irreversible surgery and lifelong medication .The trans movement itself hides behind the accusation 
of 'transphobe' levelled at all of its many detractors- ie all those who are pro-women and children's 

rights: pro-biology: pro-reality: pro-homosexual rights and safety .. Allowing ANY man to simply 
state he is female and demanding the rest of us kowtow to that mental hea lth delusion and/or 
predilection to assault women and childrens spaces, is inhuman.As a lifelong lesbian: childhood 
survivor: severe mental health sufferer and activist for the rights and welfare of the aforementioned 

I can honestly say I have NEVER come across such a dangerous misogynistic, homophobic and 
paedophi lic group as the trans movement. We gays have always lived in harmony with our 
drag/transvestite brothers and sisters - until this mens group cloaked in the perverted rainbow flag, 
began their march to exclude honesty: real ity: compassion: COMMON SENSE and FREEDOM OF 

SPEECH: belief and even thought, from the public and private domains. A perusal of ANY pro
womens rights site from ANY western country w ill highlight the sexualised and violent behaviours of 

men using trans ideology to breech womens safe spaces for their own twisted purposes.All of this 
ms fentiman has ignored.Men are rapists: it is largely impossible for women to tell the difference 
until too late (in and out of parl iament). Men are domestic violence abusers. Men are violent. 

Knowing this, effeminate men understandably want protection - which they ALREADY HAVE via hate 
and vilification legislation.They DO NOT have the right to declare themselves as women and in full, 
able-bodied mode demand their 'trans ' be accepted by lesbians and that we no longer have 

the right to exclude them from our mi lieu.If they really wanted to destroy sex/gender 
stereotyping - which they don't - they would target their brothers and demand their evolution 
instead of trying to erase female rights. They would create their own spaces instead of stealing 
womens. They would PROTECT children from paedophilic notions rather than endorsing them - AS 
THEY ARE DOING.I would never have believed, that at 68 years of age, I would be forced to relive 
the misogyny and homophobia of the 70s and 80s that I fought against in those t imes. And for ms 
fentiman and the trans activists to DARE call womens and gay concerns as 'cloaked transphobia" is 

misogynistic, homophobic, bigotry and ignorance in the highest degree.NO TO THIS WOMAN AND 
GAY ERASING BILL!NO TO OPENING THE DOOR TO PAEDOPHILES AND OTHER SEXUALLY VIOLENT 
MEN VIA THIS BILL!NO TO RECORDING THEIR CRIMES AS WOMENS CRIMES!NO TO SELF-IDENTITY 
DENYING SEXUAL REALITY ! 




